The University Chaplaincy is a dynamic hub supporting religious, spiritual, ethical, and cultural life for all members of the Tufts community. We provide pastoral care, support religious and philosophical communities, educate about spiritual and ethical issues in society and the world, and promote multifaith engagement.

**Upcoming Religious Celebrations and Observances**

#### Sadeh
- **Event:** Sadeh
- **Date:** Begins Sunday, January 22, 2023
- **Description:** "Sadeh is a Systan province harvest festival. The festival is tied to the lunar calendar, the holiday began as a time for feasting and to honor household and heavenly deities, as well as ancestors. The New Year typically begins with the first new moon that occurs between the end of January and the beginning of February. In the early Islamic period, Sadeh was a time of feast and gift giving for family and friends. In modern times, the festival is a time to celebrate the end of the winter season and the start of spring."
- **Location:**
- **Notes:**

#### Vasant Panchami (Sri Pancami)
- **Event:** Vasant Panchami (Sri Pancami)
- **Date:** Tue., Jan. 24, 2023
- **Description:** "Vasant Panchami (Sri Pancami) is a Hindu festival that is dedicated to the goddess Saraswati, who is the goddess of learning, knowledge, and wisdom. The festival is celebrated during the spring season, and is characterized by the offering of worship and prayers to Saraswati. The festival is also associated with the goddess Lakshmi, who is the goddess of wealth, prosperity, and good fortune."
- **Location:**
- **Notes:**

**Martin Luther King and the Trumpet of Conscience Today**

#### Service Corps Sunday (Dinner included)
- **Event:** Service Corps Sunday (Dinner included)
- **Date:**
- **Description:** "This event is hosted by The Fletcher School, the International Relations Program, and the Office of the Associate Director of the University Chaplaincy and Catholic Chaplain Lynn Cooper.

**What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet?**

What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be. What did it mean to us, that Buddhist meditation and Protestant worship both belonged on this same red carpet? The evening was turning into something magical as we knit the fullness of Goddard Chapel together. We began by sharing stories. The Hindu Student Association also hosts weekly events here, and had too be up for sharing with others what these places mean to you? And lastly, here's my loving nudge: might you just for a minute, what a space was, and is, and could be.

**Tufts Catholic-Theological Association**

**Service Corps Sunday (Dinner included)**

**Calling All Orthodox Christians!**

**Martin Luther King and the Trumpet of Conscience Today**

**A Greeting From Your Catholic Chaplain**

**Register for the MLK Celebration**